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Taigh Solais 
Wednesday 11th March 2020 

7.30pm 
MINUTES 

 
Apologies: Mary Macgregor Rory Forrester  James Henderson 
Grace Lambert Rob Macdonald Joe Golledge Lyndsey McLaren 
,Jan Dunlop    

          Minutes: Jenny Hampson                                     Chair: Brian Swinbanks 
Present:  Anne Fraser  Vic Linneman Allan Maclean H MacDonald 
 Steve Littlewood John MacDonald   
     

 

Item Description Action 

1. 
Minutes of Directors’ Meeting 5th Feb 2020 

Matters arising: Actions Duty Holder training 

 

 

AF to send 
reminder to 
directors and 
arrange a 
date to give 
presentation 

 Accepted as true record, proposed John Macdonald 
Seconded Steve Littlewood, Helen Macdonald  

 

2. 
Harbour Report 
Safety Review: Accidents, Incidents, near misses: 
No near misses to report For Feb/March 

 

Harbour Manager Report: 
Port Marine Safety Code – As you are aware, our DP, Ron 

Bailey visited us on the 27th February, this proved very 

positive. 

Ron was able to check over and advise on a few issues that 

were already underway. He also helped us complete some 

urgent paperwork for our Risk Assessment for VTS/LPS 

requirements and our Risk assessment for the need for 

pilotage. 
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Item Description Action 

Ron is now Special Advisor to the THA Board and to the 

staff.  

Robert Hemming the Harbour Manager will leave at the 

end of March. 

Ron has reviewed and updated the oil spill plan and written 

an enforcement policy. These will be distributed to 

stakeholders. 

Anne is looking to have oil spill training conducted here to 

have members of the community trained to be oil spill first 

responders. There will then be an analysis of all the kit and 

resources on the island and what needs to be purchased. 

 

There was extensive discussion about how the THA can 

prepare for coronavirus. Cruise ships will have to declare 

their status before being granted access to the harbour, 

which we will be informed of in advance.  

The THA has all the necessary measures in place and will 

be sign-posting a free handwash facility in the laundry with 

soap and water provided. 

It may be appropriate to increase the cleaning rota, ensuring 

that all door handles and the turnstiles are cleaned regularly. 

 

3. 
Finance Report – Mary Macgregor 
As I was not here in February a lot of the final spending for 

2019/20 financial year will happen in March.  Some of the 

anticipated costs will now not happen, particularly the 

showers upgrade which was budgeted at £13,000.  There 

was already a healthy surplus in the cashflow so this means 

that we are likely to have a bigger profit in the year and the 

resulting tax bill in 2020.  However, I feel that the THA 

needs to be holding on to cash and building reserves if the 

bigger 10-year plan is to be achieved and potential future 

asset replacement covered.  This can only be achieved by 

reporting a profit.   

I suggest that once the year end figures are known that 

£10,000- £20,000 is transferred into Reserve to boost the 

Emergency Fund and Asset Replacement Fund.  This can 

be decided as the financial year end figures are known. 

May sees the review of the Insurance and first review 

meetings are scheduled.   

 

There was discussion about the potential loss of income due 

to coronavirus this year. It would therefore be beneficial to 

do as Mary has suggested. The THA is also going to need 
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Item Description Action 

to contribute to Phase 6.2 so will need to save for that. The 

increase in net profit may make it harder to secure grant 

funding going forward. 

 

Brian thanked Mary for all her work since returning from 

her holiday.  

4. 
General Manager: Anne Fraser 
After the remuneration meeting there are some changes in 
staffing: 
Anne will go up in hours, to be supported by Jenny who 

will work part time as an Administrative Assistant. 

Rob is stepping up to Harbour Manager. Joe is now on a 

permanent contract and will be stepping up to Deputy 

Harbour Manager, ensuring that there is always cover. 

Anna Nonhebel is coming back in the summer and Michael 

McKenna will be topping up his hours in the marine team 

until Anna starts. Jim will also be around to help out. 

Jenny has also had a 3-month extension in funding for the 

Aros Waterfront Project from SLF, which will continue 

until she hears back from the funders she has applied to. 

Grace will be stepping up to maternity cover for Lyndsey in 

May. Congratulations to Grace, who is also pregnant and 

will likely be going on maternity leave mid-August. 

The new aquarium staff are Louise, Sally and Michael. 

The funding for Michael’s post from Community Jobs 

Scotland was pulled at the last minute, so have re-worked 

his contract to honour the offer. He will boost his time in 

the marine team. 

More staff will require to be trained in First Aid at Work as 

two of the first aiders are to be off on maternity leave. 

 

The spend on training this year was around £17,500 plus, 

Anne’s trip to MIT. This was largely due to grant funding. 

Going into next year we will try and take a break from 

training to give the staff a chance to consolidate what has 

been learned. 

 

AF to 
produce new 
staff 
structure 
and send to 
directors 

5. 
Staff Reports:  
 
Harbour Manager - Rob Macdonald: 
Since the last meeting, Joe completed his Port Facility 

Security Officer training and is now fully qualified. He also 

got his VHF radio license. 
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Item Description Action 

Harbour Assist is well underway and is looking to be on-

line just after Easter. Which gives us time to get used to 

using it and feed information into the system. 

Joe and I have completed the training and there will be 

more training over the next month for other staff members.  

We are using practice data currently and just figuring out 

the system and getting used to it.  

Anne and Jenny have also had training, allowing us to add 

in information as we go. 

Rob is away today to the Sail Scotland conference and will 

report when he is back. 

 
 

Mull Aquarium:  
Lyndsey McLaren  
Maintenance 
All hands-on deck as maintenance is in full swing and we 

are gearing to open for the start of the school holidays. 

Those directors that can help, we need gravel, sand and 

creatures. 

Compressor  
We have booked in for a service on the 30th March, and 4 

members of staff will be trained. The Compressor will then 

be in full operation as of the 1st April. 

Staff  
The new staff for 2020 have started. If you are about pop by 

and say hi to Louise and Sally and most of you will already 

know Michael. 

Funding 
The Community Jobs Scotland Funding that had been 

awarded to us in January was unexpectedly withdrawn as 

the government decided to stop this funding without 

warning. 

We have put in a bid to the “Plunge in – the Year of Coast 

and Water” fund to further expand the project already 

granted by Calmac. 

 
 

 

 

 

5. 
Project: Aros Waterfront 
Since appointing Organic Architects we have been working 

with Bari closely to help him understand what we need 

from this exercise – which is primarily costings and a fluid 

design. He has been over for a site visit with myself, SL 

and RW, which was very helpful to raise questions about 
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Item Description Action 

the proportion of space required for each aspect of what 

goes on the site. He has produced a pre-planning 

application which has been submitted today. 

Jacobs visited the site this week and I had discussions about 

what we need from the pier and slipways, and about their 

deliverables. They will produce two designs for the pier – 

one cut off and one restoring it to the full length. They are 

still working with the bridges engineer to decide what can 

be done about the bridge, which I am chasing up. 

Otherwise, I have a contact that has done work on bridges 

elsewhere on the island that I intend to contact to quote for 

the work. I will speak to FCS about contributing to the 

bridge costs. 

Thanks to KFT for producing and putting up signs. 

I attended the Community Knowledge Share at Tiroran 

Community Forest and am now trained to assess children’s 

play parks. It was also a helpful networking exercise. 

I have applied to the Architectural Heritage Fund and am in 

the process of applying to Heritage Lottery Fund, Awards 

for All and Historic Environment Scotland. Please can the 

board approve these? 

We received a generous private donation toward the Aros 

Waterfront project. She is also interested in becoming an 

investor as the capital work begins. I am therefore looking 

into the possibility of community shares, which have been 

used in Oban at the Rockfield Centre and have worked 

well. 

SLF have agreed to extend my post for a further 3 months 

to deliver on the design projects. Due to weather we have 

been held back. There will still be some money left in the 

original SLF grant that we may ask to contribute to a full 

planning application and any additional design works to 

move us forward. 

 

Steve expressed that the SubGroup is not the best place to 

make decisions on behalf of the Board and that we need 

guidance quickly for the architectural designs to be a useful 

exercise. Specifically, regarding the size and expectation of 

the café to allow the spaces to be allocated and designed. 

Input from the Board in making some of these decisions 

would be helpful and outlining their priorities for the site. 

The subgroup will make decisions and bring them to the 

Board. The café should have space to prepare food (ie. A 
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Item Description Action 

small kitchen), should double up as an exhibition space and 

be small, to fit ~20 people. 

Ask Bari to produce some doodles before going on to the 

design stage and sketch up some options. 

Meeting with the sub-group this Friday, it would be really 

useful to get the Board’s take on the THA’s stance on 

‘competing’ with other businesses in Tobermory. This will 

allow us to make decisions about how Aros Waterfront is 

used going forward. 

 

Rory and Brian have been in contact with Forest and Land 

Scotland about a potential hydro-scheme at Aros Burn. 

Brian is initiating a community asset transfer and applying 

to the Forest and Land Scotland for the exclusive right to 

develop a hydro scheme on the burn. The header pond 

would have to start below the waterfall so as not to interfere 

with the scenic view point. 

 

Richard West wants to come to the board meeting to 

present about the Walled Garden and potential partnership 

working. He has taken over from Richard Thorne as lead on 

the project. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JH to arrange 
for RW to 
present at a 
Board 
meeting 

6. 
Phase 6.2 
Have gone out for quotes for the fuel berth and been 

conducting market research to work out what the 

requirements are and get an idea of the demand. We are 

using this feedback to pull together a project to go for 

funding. 

There are 5 companies competing for the business. 

If the tax is removed on fuel for 2022 in the new budget 

then the existing fuel berth would become white diesel.  

 

Purchase of the solum 
Council lease with the crown estate could be complex. 

Anne has not heard anything yet but the admin at Bidwell’s 

was very helpful and has been chasing it. If nothing heard 

by the end of the month then will chase and take it further. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AF to chase 
up Solum 
purchase 

7. 
Project- Harbour Impact Assessment 
Joe has sent a report to the Waterfall Fund about the £5000 

grant provided last year. Jenny is working with the 

Aquarium to purchase the final pieces of kit from this grant 

to communicate the work we plan to do. 
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Item Description Action 

Joe and Jenny attempted some data collection on Monday 

with the new equipment. The quality of the pictures was 

significantly better than those previously collected. Jenny is 

working on a protocol to collect data and for analysis. This 

is a work in progress and will allow us to apply for funding 

to continue the project for the next 10 years.  

 

 

8. 
Matters requiring Board Approval 
The board approves Jenny applying to Architectural 

Heritage Fund for the William Grant Foundation Fund, The 

National Lottery Heritage Fund and Community Funds. 

 

 

9. 
Any “conflict of interest” changes to report 
None 

  

10. 
Any other business 
 
THA ASSOCIATION OR AUTHORITY 
Mary spoke to Companies’ House about changing the name 

to Tobermory Harbour Authority, who would not allow a 

Ltd company to have ‘Authority’ in the name. They are 

going to give her the latest on this soon. Additionally, it 

would be a complicated exercise to change the name of the 

company ltd by guarantee. It would change the perception 

of the THA and may make it difficult to get grant funding. 

 

The decision was made to remain as Tobermory Harbour 

with ‘statutory harbour authority’ on official 

communications. 

 
Vic Linneman – Local mooring dive checks 
Local moorings Holders are getting private individuals to 

do their dive check who may not be qualified or meeting 

regulations. Rob thinks that THA could then share some of 

that responsibility if something went wrong so was going to 

quote for NWM servicing the local moorings.  

The THA can’t prescribe that NWM must do it but can state 

that it has to be someone that is compliant with the 

regulations.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
R MacD to 
get quotes 
from NWM 
for servicing 
local 
moorings 
 
 

 

There being no other business the meeting closed at 9.30pm 
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